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In asset-intensive industries, the overall
performance of companies depends on
the reliability of their plants and equipment.
Many companies are struggling to create
the sustainable results needed to cope
with today’s challenges of cost efficiency,
regulatory compliance, and continued
profitability. StrEAM+ for IBM Maximo
offers a clear path towards realizing your
business ambitions.
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strEAM+ is an Asset Performance Management software suite
developed by MaxGrip, the global business partner for assetintensive organizations. Fully embedded into IBM Maximo,
strEAM+ predicts risks and prevents failures, helping you to
maximize uptime and get the most out of your capital assets.
Getting a maximum grip on asset performance is finally within
easy reach.
At MaxGrip, we believe that fact-based, real-time insight
into your asset reliability is the future of asset performance
management. We believe that unplanned downtime is
no longer acceptable, and that most incidents generally
classified as unforeseen and unavoidable, are predictable and
preventable. It is our mission to provide the best software to
mitigate all asset-related risks.

COMPLIANCE MANAGER

RISK BASED INSPECTION (RBI)

RELIABILITY CENTERED
MAINTENANCE (RCM)

ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS (RCA)

Safety management
Regulatory compliance

Defining the ideal APM strategy

MAINTENANCE MODELS
Superior data management

Prioritized inspection plans
Cost control

High-impact failure prevention

PREDICTIVE MODELING
Simulation and optimization

strEAM+ predicts risks and prevents
failures, helping you to maximize uptime
and get the most out of your assets.
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THE RIGHT BALANCE

Strategic Asset Performance Management (APM) is not easy
to pull off. Striking the right balance between costs, safety,
quality and availability is increasingly complicated. The gut
feelings of your operators and maintenance engineers can
save the day, but the days of running things with a few Excelsheets are gone. Gaining full control over your operations
means gaining deep insight into your data first, including all
asset connections and interdependencies.
Research indicates that companies applying strategic APM
are among the market leaders in their industries. These
companies have also demonstrated the huge p
 otential for
cost savings. The alignment of processes and resources, the

superior capex planning, the auditable risk management,
and the improved data use for c
 onsistent decision-making
all contribute to better teamwork and better results.
The harmful effects of failing assets may go far beyond
production losses, and endanger the safety of people and
the environment. Whichever way you look at it, prevention
is the better option. And with the new international Asset
Management standard ISO55000 on the way, you will soon
no longer have a choice whether or not to make sound asset
management a priority. The good news is that implementing
a truly integrated APM strategy is more attainable than
ever before.

Compliant with global industry standards
SAE JA1012 and ISO 55000/ISO 14224.
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MaxGrip is dedicated to the success of
your asset performance management.
Getting the job done also means you can
count on 24/7 support for 365 days a year.
A WAY OF LIFE

Many companies hire expensive consultants to set up an asset
performance strategy. New processes are introduced and
assets categorized. Time goes by and cost goes up, but there
is still no effective method to prioritize activities. New reliability
software ends up on a shelf, as it proves difficult to engage
your staff in a whole new way of working. strEAM+ bypasses
all of these pitfalls. Addressing your strategic and operational
questions at the same time, supported by a system that
focuses attention only where it is needed, soon becomes a
way of life.
strEAM+ is directly embedded into the familiar IBM Maximo
environment. The seamless data integration and intuitive user
experience ensure quick adoption by everyone involved. From

day one, the software provides you with a structured overview
of critical assets and the priorities in your maintenance
organization. With a typical ROI of less than a year, and
without hampering any normal business processes, strEAM+
gives your strategic APM the best possible start.
With real-time data on asset reliability at the heart of your
system, you reach a whole new level of risk control. The
criticality of your assets is balanced against your business
objectives in terms of output, quality, compliance, costs and
safety. strEAM+ shows how different maintenance strategies
affect these objectives. It generates the data that makes all
analysis and activities fully traceable, and paves the way for
sound decision-making.
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strEAM+ balances asset criticality against
your business objectives for output,
quality, compliance, costs and safety.
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The unique advantages
of strEAM+ at a glance
FULLY EMBEDDED IN EAM

As strEAM+ is fully embedded in IBM Maximo, there is no need
for any change to your existing IT infrastructure.

USER FRIENDLINESS

The familiar IBM Maximo user interface enables users to more
easily make asset reliability a part of everyday life and meet
reliability objectives.

STRATEGY

The integration of proven methodologies (RCM, RBI and RCA)
creates a strategic and holistic a
 pproach to asset performance
management.

CONTROL

Data integrity and auditability, combined with extensive
management and functional reporting, provide total control of
your asset management strategy.

FAST ROI

The quick and low-cost implementation of strategic
maintenance plans typically leads to a return on investment
within 12 months.

EFFECTIVE

strEAM+ balances fact-based insight into asset risks
against your business objectives in terms of output, quality,
compliance, costs and safety.

EFFICIENCY

Real-time reliability data allow for well-founded criticality
analysis, efficient prioritization and direct insight into workflow
management.

RELIABLE SUPPORT

MaxGrip is dedicated to the success of your asset
performance management. Getting the job done also means
you can count on 24/7 support for 365 days a year.

EXTENSIBILITY

strEAM+ allows you to pick and choose a
 ccording to your
needs from a suite of e
 nhanced modules, including RCM,
RBI, RCA, Compliance Manager, Maintenance Models, and
Predictive Modeling.

COMPLIANCE

Managing asset performance with strEAM+ for IBM Maximo
guarantees data integrity and ensures your regulatory
compliance.

FLEXIBILITY

The modular structure of strEAM+ for IBM Maximo allows for
scalability and the effortless introduction of new assets and
resources.
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Powered by MaxGrip
strEAM+ is a solution of MaxGrip, the world’s front-runner in
Asset Performance M
 anagement. Directly embedded into your
EAM system, strEAM+ ensures easy adoption, operational
focus on reliability, data integrity and real-time insight into asset
performance. strEAM+ is the best integrated software solution
available today to efficiently balance risks and costs against
your business objectives.
MaxGrip is innovative and ambitious. It is our mission to
make the world a safer place. We believe that all asset-related
incidents can be prevented. By analyzing risks and optimizing
maintenance, we enable our clients to focus on their core
business and make continuous improvement a way of life.
MaxGrip has an exceptional track record in bridging the gap
between theory and p
 ractice. We live and breathe reliability,
using only proven methodologies to help clients everywhere
to meet their Asset Performance Management objectives. The
world’s largest enterprises already rely on MaxGrip every day.
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